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JTV® Partners with Joan Boyce for Exclusive Jewelry and Accessories Collection
National Jewelry Retailer Introduces New Line with Renowned Shopping Host & Industry Veteran
Knoxville, TN (November 10, 2020) – JTV, the national jewelry retailer and broadcast network, announced today an exclusive
jewelry and accessories collection in partnership with Joan Boyce, the television personality famed for her sophisticated
boutique and prospering jewelry line.
The new collection features an array of gorgeous, boutique-style accessories as well as bold, beautiful jewelry pieces available
exclusively through JTV’s broadcast and ecommerce channels. Boasting Boyce’s signature designs, the line includes stunning
rings, bracelets and earrings that transition seamlessly from day to evening, as well as a fabulous array of accessories such as
reading and sunglasses, hats, gloves, headband type ear warmers, faux fur masks, scarves and more, providing the
opportunity to mix and match for a customizable style for every personality.
“Joan Boyce is a titan in the industry, so it was only natural to collaborate with someone who is just as passionate and
knowledgeable about jewelry and style as we are,” said Kris Kulesza, Senior Vice President of Merchandising, JTV. “We’re
excited to share her stunning designs with our customers and jewelry enthusiasts alike, while also expanding our assortment
to include her fabulous accessories.”
Known for her vivacious personality and stunning, oversized-yet-wearable jewelry, Joan Boyce has been a part of the jewelry
industry for over 50 years with vast hosting experience for top broadcast shopping networks. The Joan Boyce collection
further expands JTV’s product offerings into new categories.
“This line was inspired by the idea that jewelry and accessories should be worn and enjoyed – never hidden away in a vault,”
said Joan Boyce, jewelry designer and inspiration behind the collection. “The collection has shoppers covered for all their
style and accessory needs, and partnering with JTV was the perfect way to carry out my vision and share offerings that can
be worn and loved by all each and every day.”
Designed to dazzle, the Joan Boyce collection is available for purchase on JTV’s broadcast and ecommerce channels with
accessible price points ranging from $49-$79.
For more information on the exclusive Joan Boyce collection at JTV, visit JTV.com and follow @JTV on Instagram,
@jewelrytelevision on Facebook, @jewelrytv on Pinterest and @jewelry on Twitter.
About JTV
JTV (Jewelry Television®) is the leading retailer of jewelry and gemstones in the United States. With a proven 27-year history,
JTV leverages an omni-digital strategy designed to elevate the customer experience through holistic, digitally-driven touch
points, including live TV programming, 24 hours a day, seven days a week to 85 million U.S. households, an industry leading
mobile optimized e-commerce platform, and a robust and engaging social media presence. As part of its commitment to
customer satisfaction and the development and distribution of educational content, the company employs numerous
Graduate Gemologists and Accredited Jewelry Professionals. JTV.com is one of the largest jewelry e-commerce websites in
the country according to Internet Retailer's Top 500 list for 2019. For more information, visit JTV.com and JTV's social media
channels: Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, Twitter, Pinterest and LinkedIn.
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